
by clara webb

This is 2020:
The Diary of a Quaranteen

Please scan 
the QR 

code and 
get comfy!



WELCOME!

here is me:   

CLara
(webb)



IN CASE YOU MISSED LAST YEAR:



tHROWbAck:

First Grade



The ASQUACKALYPSE

Grayson:
CRABS

Miles:
Ships, weapons, 
and mechs*

Clara:
Characters, 
scripts, sets

*

Seventh grade



The aDvenTures of cLara and Friends

VOLUME 2
Eighth grade



FRESHMAN YEAR



COMIC INVESTIGATION
Read as: an excuse to read comics XD

See page 53



My iPad

<a 
href="https://storyset.com/wo
rk">Illustration by Freepik 
Storyset</a>

Patty (My BFF)

Procreate for iPad vvv



Original concept:



THE DIARY

hey google why was i so dramatic?
Did you mean: why were you acting like a teenager?



The COMMITMENT

Where’s Waldo
It’s the closest planet to 
the Sun and the smallest 
one in the Solar System

VENUS



My Process

^^allowed me to create thumbnail proof-of-concepts 
to see whether something should be included

1. Storyboard and Script



SKETCHING!

The quickest and most experimental stage

I used the brush 
“narinder 

pencil” and I 
would toggle 
opacity when 

drawing line art 
to make it 

easier to see 
what I was 

lining. 



Reference photos

Some funny poses that I used for sketches



LINE ART

The type of brush you use also matters. A lot.

Cue my tears.
This is arguably the most important layer in comic 
styles. You can get by without it, but the overall piece 
looks nicer and more professional with good lineart.

Your line art impacts your overall piece significantly, 
which is really cool, because it’s also the MOST 
DIFFICULT PART TO DO WELL.

I spent countless hours drawing and redrawing until 
my lines were perfect. 



 

My Go-To Brushes



LINE ART

This one used the brush 
“Evolve.” Because the pencil 
is textured, it was okay to 
not have perfect lines. 

This one to forEVERRRR. 
I used “Technical Pen.” 
The lines had to be 
perfect, or you’d be able 
to tell.

Pages like this didn’t use 
lineart. (That’s why there’s 
so many of them!) They 
were fast and looked nice.

This was my favorite style. Too 
bad I tried it too late!

This one probably took me 
the longest to line.

This style was fun but tricky to 
keep consistent.



coloring

(Not as relaxing as those zen coloring books)

I used many 
different 
brushes, but 
mainly Studio 
Pen to color in 
my pieces. I 
would begin by 
coloring solidly, 
then shade 
after.

For pictures with 
wash lighting, I 
would lower the 
opacity of my 
brush and use 
the eraser tool to 
carve out 
shadows.

I didn’t mind this step, but it was boring and time consuming.



Text
Playfair Display
a.k.a the 
Merriam-Webster font

(this is my favorite one!)

“Clarahand” font using 
Calligraphr for diary entries

Rockwell, my default 
text font

Avenir, for 
Snapchat, the 
“Pokemon” cards,
and the 
newspaper.



Here are some 
process videos!



My favorite page—>

https://docs.google.com/file/d/15ZchqgRFueOu2aHu515K3JkPl397jcxm/preview


The Last Week of School

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1DlDDRxa4IiyPoHDz0eU9cwb1jGwO901U/preview


Spring Break

https://docs.google.com/file/d/12MSWTfNGH_tBSc8hcoYuo74Lz52h2mPz/preview


https://docs.google.com/file/d/1o-t8yOawDJfP63GEqjcY0L8h8Xd5Hp0w/preview


https://docs.google.com/file/d/1dBALYjMm3VtaP8oQk8tk8mEAOkGB1exw/preview


TikTok page 3

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1VjaBLRV0rUZHDmBa-9EIBLFw1FRn1QJJ/preview


TikTok as a Medium

Because the app was used by most teenagers, TikTok was a means of quick 
communication and transmission of ideas, trends, and movements. 

The Manny Movement (?)
A proof-of-concept that went nowhere

<<my character in the style of Diary of a Wimpy Kid



Jokes that didnt make the cut:

This joke cracks me up every 
time, but I couldn’t find a 
natural transition to it.



This joke also didn’t have a 
segue and wasn’t as relevant 
to the story as a whole.
I did, in fact, cut bangs on 
December 31st, because it’s 
“not really 2020 if you don’t 
cut your own bangs.”



Relevant Paintings
that I did over quarantine

I painted the first image as a way to capture the feeling of life in quarantine and later 
used it as a basis of inspiration for the second image. 



WWII Victory Garden Poster

I made this piece for an 
assignment during the last 
virtual weeks of school in 
May 2020. The 
assignment was to create 
a “Victory Garden” poster 
that was relevant to the 
day and age. I got second 
place in Mixed Media in 
the Congressional art 
competition for it.



Inspiration

My inspiration for this story was the concept of keeping the events that 
happened in a singular space, a diary, that could be looked back on as a 
primary source record for people who didn’t grow up in a pandemic.

It was a source of symbolism for me. Especially with the playground being torn 
down, I could see that this was either a time for me to complain or a time for 
me to thrive. 



The Playground



The Village Vipers

I was also inspired by my friends, the Village Vipers, without whom this project 
would hardly exist. I know I don’t talk about them much, but they had a huge impact 
on my summer.

As thanks, I’m going to add a bunch of embarrassing photos of them.



The VILLAGE VIPERS GREATEST HITS









Nolan



Grace



Emma (H)



Hunter



Will



Emma (A)



Brendon



Travis



The gang



Behind the Scenes

Shoutout to Hunter for being a director 



The Ending



Thank you for coming to my presentation!



Questions?



CREDITS: This presentation template was created by Slidesgo, 
including icons by Flaticon, infographics & images by Freepik

Do you have any questions?

THANKS!

Please keep this slide for attribution

http://bit.ly/2Tynxth
http://bit.ly/2TyoMsr
http://bit.ly/2TtBDfr


Instructions for use (free users)
In order to use this template, you must credit Slidesgo by keeping the Thanks slide.

You are allowed to:

● Modify this template.
● Use it for both personal and commercial purposes.

You are not allowed to:

● Sublicense, sell or rent any of Slidesgo Content (or a modified version of Slidesgo Content).
● Distribute this Slidesgo Template (or a modified version of this Slidesgo Template) or include it in a database or in 

any other product or service that offers downloadable images, icons or presentations that may be subject to 
distribution or resale.

● Use any of the elements that are part of this Slidesgo Template in an isolated and separated way from this 
Template.

● Delete the “Thanks” or “Credits” slide.
● Register any of the elements that are part of this template as a trademark or logo, or register it as a work in an 

intellectual property registry or similar.

For more information about editing slides, please read our FAQs or visit Slidesgo School:
https://slidesgo.com/faqs and https://slidesgo.com/slidesgo-school

http://bit.ly/2PfT4lq
http://bit.ly/33VAFh3
http://bit.ly/30B07Gq


http://bit.ly/2PfT4lq

